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Abstract
In this paper� we discuss a method called text�r that

improves lexical coverage in creating parallel corpora that
are to be subsequently implemented in an Example�Based
Machine Translation �EBMT� system� First� we explain
the purpose and importance of the EBMT approach� Sec�
ond� we indicate how low�density languages can bene�t
from rapid corpora development using our method as com�
pared to other corpora expansion techniques� Third� an
evaluation of these various methods� based on tests for cur�
rent lexical coverage� projected lexical coverage� and word
frequency distribution� clearly indicates that text�r is a
valid mechanism for EBMT corpus development� We con�
clude that this method will improve the quality and speed
with which parallel corpora are created� both for our spe�
ci�c purposes and possibly for other corpus�based applica�
tions�

Background

EBMT and Rapid�Deployment

The DIPLOMAT project �Frederking and Brown�
���	
 Frederking et al�� ����� using Example�Based
Machine Translation �EBMT technology �Brown�
���	
 Sumita and Iida� ����
 Sato� ����
 Nirenburg
et al�� ����� is designed to test the feasibility of rapid�
deployment translation systems� By rapid�deployment
we mean developing a machine translation �MT sys�
tem that performs initial translations at a useful level
of quality between a new language and English within
a matter of days or weeks� with continual� graceful im�
provement to a good level of quality over a period of
months� EBMT �also known as translation by analogy
�Nagao� ���� is an MT technique which builds on the
notion of translation memory �TM� a technique used
to improve the performance of human translators by
capitalizing on the reuseability of already translated
sentences� phrases and terms �EAGLES� ����
 Heyn�
����� EBMT translates by matching the text to be
translated against a parallel corpus �bi�text consisting
of examples �usually sentences in both the source and
target languages� After suitable examples are found�
additional processing transforms non�exact matches

�We wish to extend a special thanks to our translators� Brana

Smailagic and Svetlana Vujanovic for their patience and persev�

erence in translating the myriads of articles we have given them�

into correct translations� In the simplest case� where
the input exactly matches some example in the cor�
pus� no processing is necessary� In an inexact match�
EBMT processing may either translate only the parts
of the example which match� or it may modify the
translation from the corpus in order to make it a cor�
rect translation of the input sentence� In contrast to
other MT designs �e�g� Statistical MT which also use
parallel corpora to perform translation� EBMT does
not rely on the relative frequencies of the words in the
corpus�

Corpus Development

The initial stage of DIPLOMAT subprojects in�
cludes the creation of a large parallel corpus� The
procedure normally followed for creating a large� gen�
eral� balanced monolingual corpus �e�g� London�Oslo�
Bergen corpus� Brown Corpus� Collins COBUILD�
British National Corpus �Collins COBUILD� ����

Burnage and Baguley� ����
 Francis and Kucera� ����
of written and�or spoken data is the following� �ac�
cording to standard bibliographic practice ��� Dewey
Decimal codes were used to balance the domain tar�
gets agreed in the corpus design� �Burnage and Bag�
uley� ����� Some have stated that �the important
point is that real language ��� can be extensively
analysed using a comprehensive and balanced comput�
erised corpus� �Burnage and Baguley� ����� yet com�
putational methods are applied only after the collec�
tion of the data� It appears that in each case of large
corpora collections mentioned above� samples were se�
lected randomly from available sources according to
pre�established domain and subject matters� While
this method is possibly adequate for so�called �high�
density� languages �i�e�� those languages for which a
large amount and variety of on�line resources are avail�
able� these data requirements limit investigation into
the opposite kind of language� so�called �low�density�
languages� such as Turkish� Kazakh and Swahili� for
which the necessary written resources �e�g� monolin�
gual and parallel corpora are almost or completely
non�existent� In order to facilitate MT for such lan�
guages� given the time constraints for the development
of rapid�deployment systems� it is desirable to � re�
duce the data requirements of empirical techniques�
and at the same time � develop e�cient ways of pro�
ducing parallel corpora� From initial testing on sev�
eral languages �i�e� Croatian� Haitian Creole� Spanish

�



we are already convinced that the EBMT approach
is e�cient in its use of data� We adhere to the sug�
gestions that �it is desirable to produce a �universal�
lexical resource� and that �the lexical knowledge base
for an application needs to be tuned to the applica�
tion� �Evans and Kilgarri�� ����� p� ���� In other
words� it is preferable to create a universal corpus and
subsequently de�ne categories� and their application�
according to the content of the corpus that is acquired�
We have thus chosen to design an automated process
for building such a universal corpus� From our �nd�
ings� we propose to discuss how to design better cor�
pora for EBMT and why this is even more important
for dealing with lower density languages�
In this paper we address the problem of designing

a parallel corpus for general�purpose EBMT of En�
glish�Croatian� Croatian may be considered to be a
medium�density language� Monolingual Croatian cor�
pora and some English�Croatian parallel texts do ex�
ist but we have found no large�scale source of parallel
corpora along the lines of the Canadian Hansards for
English and French� For this reason� it is necessary
to augment the few existing resources with additional
translated examples� This paper discusses an e�cient
implementation of this process�

Driving Force for our Investigations

The reason for investigating the automation of
lexical expansion comes from comments made by
translators� at our institute who have been translat�
ing articles on a daily basis from English into Croatian
since May ���	� During the �rst year� these articles
were taken from a single domain� speci�cally that of
the Balkans region� We chose this domain for two rea�
sons� �rst� we thought that information about current
events in the region would be most pertinent for the
translation system� and second� that the translators
would be most familiar with the Croatian terminology
in this area� Near the end of the �rst year� the transla�
tors indicated that they were �nding similar and exact
sentences to translate over again� In order to avoid
duplicating the translation tasks� we decided late in
summer ���� to seek out new texts by manually se�
lecting articles from domains other than that of the
Balkans �e�g� education� medicine� etc� After at least
two months of expanding the corpus in this way� we
found the hand selection of texts to be a very time con�
suming task� As a result� we developed in fall of ���� a
lexical search program called text�r �Text Retrieval
which �nds maximally di�erent texts by searching for
new words that are not found in the source language
side of existing parallel corpora� From November ����
until April ����� we used text�r on a regular basis
to prepare a large English�Croatian parallel corpus for
the DIPLOMAT machine translation �MT project�
While there is much to be said for improving the e��

ciency of human translators� much of it has been men�
tioned elsewhere �Language Partners International�
����
 Allen� ����� We speci�cally focus on the mod�
i�cations to the content of a corpus that improve the
quality and time factors involved in corpus building�

�Translator in this paper always refers to human transla�

tors� We will use di�erent terminology to refer to Machine

Translators�

This is possible since EBMT� as mentioned above� does
not rely on frequency information� For other systems�
in a context where word frequencies are important�
the frequencies found in the corpus must correspond
closely to those found in naturally occurring text and
it is obviously undesirable to arti�ciallymodify them in
the course of developing the corpus� In an EBMT cor�
pus� however� it is indeed possible to modify these fre�
quencies with few side�e�ects to the manual translation
process or to the functionality of the EBMT system�
We demonstrate a certain type of frequency modi�ca�
tion in what follows and how this modi�cation signi��
cantly improves the development of a parallel corpus�

Description of text�r

EBMT requires at least one example of a word in or�
der to translate that word� Additional examples may
o�er alternative translations� but are in general unnec�
essary� Because of this� our primary goal in developing
the corpus is expanding lexical coverage� A second goal
is to reduce the time required to develop a corpus to a
given level of performance� This goal serves the end of
rapid�deployment by making our translators more e��
cient� able to produce the same degree of coverage in a
shorter period of time� In order to do this most e�ec�
tively and e�ciently� we have automated the process of
�nding new texts using the program we call text�r�
text�r simulates the human process of repeatedly

selecting from among the English texts available for
translation the one which contains the greatest number
of words which are not already in the corpus� After one
text is selected� the words it contains are added to the
corpus� and the process is repeated to select the next
text� New texts to translate are output in a particular
order which guarantees that words occurring earlier in
the order will not be considered as new words when se�
lecting later texts� Texts are therefore translated in an
order which maximizes vocabulary acquisition� Except
for the speci�c order� the new texts were translated in
the same way as all other texts in the existing corpus�
Before running text�r� a certain amount of prepro�

cessing is performed to remove headers and such non�
text as pictures� and to undo MIME�encoding where
applicable� Certain classes of words are eliminated en�
tirely� we decided early on not to include words with
any capitalized characters� in order to eliminate the
possibility of choosing texts based on the proper names
they contained� We also removed numbers for the same
reason� In the end� only strings of lowercase charac�
ters� apostrophe �� or hypen �� were counted as words
for text�r�s measurements� Post�processing was per�
formed to divide the articles into sentences and format
them properly�
text�r is similar to a host of other greedy algo�

rithms that are used for balancing corpora� primarily
in speech recognition �Fisher et al�� ���	
 Gibbon et al��
����
 Van Santen� ����� The current application dif�
fers from these in that the optimization function is lex�
ical coverage� rather than phonetic balance� and that
the computation must be performed over the several

�The larger number of Croatian word types is probably due

to the fact that Croatian is more highly in�ecting than English�



old continue random text�r

articles ���� �� �� ��
paired lines ����� 	�� ��� �	�
English words �tokens ������ ����� ����� �����
English words �types ����� ��	� ���� ����
Croatian words �tokens �����	 ����� ��	�� �����
Croatian words �types� 	���� ��	� ���	 ����

Table �� Statistics of old and test corpora

thousand words present in a typical article rather than
the several hundred phonemes in a typical sentence�
We did make one mid�course improvement during

this experiment� One of the results of using the
text�r algorithm was that the articles selected for
translation were usually quite a bit longer than those
to which the translators were accustomed� In order to
reduce the workload on the translators� we asked them
to translate only the sentences which contained novel
words as determined by text�r

�� The sentences were
automatically highlighted� but were left in situ� with
the surrounding sentences serving as context� In this
way� we were able to further increase the speed with
which the corpus is translated�

Testing

Description of Test Conditions

In order to evaluate our approach to increasing lex�
ical coverage in a corpus� we have undertaken several
experiments to compare the text�r technique to two
other approaches�

�� Continuing as before� translating �Balkans� arti�
cles

�� Randomly choosing articles to translate

These approaches are described below�

Old corpus
Recalling that the current work is intended to be

an extension to an already existing corpus� we include
statistics about that corpus as a baseline� We will
call this pre�existing corpus the �old� condition� Some
statistics of the old corpus are shown in the �rst col�
umn of Table �� We developed this corpus over a pe�
riod of about a year and a half� and have edited it
extensively for quality of translation�

Three test corpora
In fall of ���� we undertook a study of three pos�

sible extensions to the old corpus� The three exten�
sions were designed so as to be roughly comparable�
including the same number of articles �topics and ap�
proximately the same number of words� The �rst of

�We did try another solution� changing the objective function

to number of new words in article
total number of words in article

� This� however� resulted in

extremely bad choices of articles to translate� so we did not

follow up�

old� tokens types avg� rate �
English ������ ����� ���� �
Croatian �����	 	���� ���� �

old�continue� tokens types avg� rate �
English ���	�� ����� ���� �
Croatian �����	 	���� ���� �

old�random� tokens types avg� rate �
English ������ ����� ���� �
Croatian ������ 		��� ���� �

old�text�r� tokens types avg� rate �
English ������ ����� ���� �
Croatian ������ 		��� ���� �

Table �� Word count results for old and test corpora

these extensions was to continue doing what we were
doing before� translating documents in the �Balkans�
domain� We will call this extension �continue� since it
continues the previous methodology� The second ex�
tension we considered concurrently was to choose ar�
ticles by randomly selecting them from among all new
articles available on a particular day� We will call this
extension �random�� For the third extension we used
the text�r software to choose articles� This exten�
sion we will call �text�r�� Each of these experiments
produced approximately ������ English words in ��
articles� The actual �gures are presented in Table ��
Since we have set out to measure the interactions

between the old corpus and the three experimental cor�
pora� we are most interested in the combination of each
of them with the old corpus� In what follows� we will
refer to combinations of these corpora by combining
their names with a ���� old�continue� old�random
and old�text�r�

Word Count Results

In order to get an impression of the progress of
the various experiments� we examined the number of
new words� both in English and Croatian� acquired by
each of the experiments� and the lexical growth rates
achieved by each� Table � lists these results together
with those for the old corpus repeated from Table ��
The �avg� rate �� is the number of new words acquired
per ��� words translated� The baseline is� of course�
the old corpus� with a rate of ���� � on the English



side� If we were to continue translating in�domain arti�
cles� we would end up reducing our acquisition rate to
���� �� The random method is an improvement over
the old method since its rate of acquisition is higher
than the baseline although only marginally ����� �
against ���� �� The text�r method is clearly the
best� with a rate far higher than the baseline ����� �
against ���� �� Most importantly� the trends that are
observed in the English side of the corpus also hold for
the Croatian side� demonstrating that we can increase
the lexical coverage of a foreign language by translat�
ing English documents with increased lexical coverage�
The graphs in Figure � �next page show the cumu�

lative acquisition of new words over time�� The left�
hand graph shows the results of the old corpus� with
the three experiments in the far upper right� Overall�
the graph of the old corpus shows signs of �attening�
something we would like to avoid as our intent is to
continue to increase lexical coverage�
Because the results of the experiments are di�cult

to see in the �rst graph� the second one is an enlarged
view of the last 	����� tokens of the earlier graph� In
the latter graph� the trends of the three experiments
are clearly seen� The continue corpus� as expected�
continues more or less the trend of the old corpus� On
the other hand� the random corpus has a substantially
greater slope than either the baseline or the continue
corpus� The text�r trend� however� is steeper than
even that of the random corpus�
The analysis of acquisition rates in this section has

shown that while all three acquisition methods con�
tinue to acquire new words� the continue method ac�
tually causes the average acquisition rate to decrease�
This bodes ill for continued high levels of lexical ac�
quisition� The random method does improve on the
rate in the old corpus� although hardly noticeably�
The text�r method signi�cantly increases the rate of
change of acquisition�

EBMT Results

While the improvement in lexical acquisition rates
presented in the previous section is desirable in theory�
improved knowledge resources may not always result
in improved applications� In this section� we test the
resulting corpora as the knowledge base for EBMT�
In evaluating EBMT� we consider primarily cover�

age� how much of a test corpus is matched against the
source side of the EBMT corpus� and secondly how
many words are eventually provided with translations�
This second number is necessarily smaller than the �rst
and re�ects the failure of the system to �nd a corre�
spondence between the two languages in the corpus�
As a test corpus� English material was randomly

drawn from the same newswire service as the origi�
nal translation materials� with a uniform distribution
across articles� The corpus was edited slightly to re�
move non�language material� primarily lists of stocks
and sports scores� which would arti�cally in�ate the
coverage of the translation system�� The following ta�
ble lists characteristics of the corpus�

�We measure time in terms of number of words translated in

order to avoid discrepancies in time due to editing and translator

tasks�
�Numbers are recognized by the system and translated with�

out relying on a bilingual corpus�

old� Count Rate ��
Tokens matched ����	 ����� �
Tokens translated ����� ����� �

old�continue� Count Rate ��
Tokens matched ���	� �	��� �
Tokens translated ����� ���	� �

old�random� Count Rate ��
Tokens matched ����� ����� �
Tokens translated ����� ����� �

old�text�r� Count Rate ��
Tokens matched ����� ����� �
Tokens translated ����� ����� �

Table �� EBMT results for old and test corpora

��� articles
���� lines �sentences
����� English words �tokens
���� English words �types
	���� tokens�

Again the old corpus provides the baseline� as shown
in Table �� We will be primarily interested in the �To�
kens matched� �gure� since it re�ects how well our cor�
pus covers the test data� Nevertheless� we should not
ignore the �Tokens translated� �gure� since it re�ects
the e�ectiveness of our techniques in a real system�
We now compare the three experimental corpora�

shown in Table �� In this case again� text�r out�
performs both the continue and the random methods�
as measured both by tokens matched and by tokens
translated� Although the increase is not large in either
case� the number of tokens matched has increased by a
signi�cant amount ���� �� especially considering the
small amount of text in the experimental corpora�
One odd element of the data is that the number of

tokens translated in the old�random corpus ������ �
is actually less than that of the old�continue corpus�
even though the number of matching tokens is ���	 �
higher� The quality of EBMT is not monotonic in the
quality of its corpus� as is illustrated by these numbers�
This is probably due to several speed enhancements to
the EBMT algorithm which ignore parts of the corpus
once a su�cient number of matches have been found�

Long�term application of text�r Method

After the initial experiments suggested that text�r
was producing desirable results� we incorporated it as
our primary method for acquiring new translation ma�
terial� This section describes the results of � months

�The EBMT system includes punctuation as separate tokens

when translating� with the result that this number does not

match the number of words� All results in this section will be

presented in terms of EBMT tokens� rather than whitespace�

separated words�
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Figure �� Acquisition of New Words over time �Normal � Zoomed view

text�r�� tokens types avg� rate �
English� ������ ��	�� ���	� �
Croatian� ������ ����� ����� �

old�text�r�� tokens types avg� rate �
English� ������� ����� ���� �
Croatian� ������ ����� ���� �

Table �� Statistics of text�r� and old�text�r�

of translation work completed using the new method�
ology�
This corpus� produced by text�r over an extended

period of time will be called text�r�� The size of this
corpus is as follows�

��� articles
����� lines
������ English words �tokens
������ Croatian words �tokens

Word Count Results

We analyze the text�r� corpus in the same man�
ner as described earlier� In order to demonstrate the
signi�cant di�erence that text�r makes� we will illus�
trate the numbers with both the text�r� corpus by
itself and together with the old corpus �old�text�r
�� These data are presented in Table �� Notably� the
acquisition rate of the text�r� corpus ����	� � is
remarkably higher than anything else�
The progress of the text�r� corpus� together with

the old corpus and the two other test corpora is shown
in Figure �� This graph shows that we have achieved
a new height in the acquisition of new vocabulary�

EBMT Results

Perhaps the most surprising results of this paper
may be found when we replicate the EBMT experi�
ments for the text�r� corpus� In order to show this
more clearly� we �rst present the results of using only
the text�r� corpus as the basis for EBMT� For con�
venience� we repeat the �gures for the old corpus�
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�old�text�r�

old� Count Rate ��
Tokens matched ����	 ����� �
Tokens translated ����� ����� �

text�r�� Count Rate ��
Tokens matched ����� 	���� �
Tokens translated ����� ����	 �

In �ve months of using the text�r algorithm to se�
lect texts to translate� we have managed to acquire a
vocabulary that performs almost as well �	���� � vs�
����� � on a test text as did the old corpus� which
itself took ��

�
years to develop� This represents a sig�

ni�cant improvement in translator e�ciency� Further�
more� the vocabulary that we acquired with text�r

actually produced more translations using EBMT than
the old corpus did �����	� vs� ������� This speedup
and increase in translation coverage clearly justi�es the
text�r method as a way of gathering texts for the
EBMT translation system�
We now consider the results of combining the

text�r� corpus with the old corpus�

Count Rate ��
Tokens matched ��	�� ����� �
Tokens translated ����� ����� �



While the data show that the tokens matched rate
has increased� as expected� to ����� �� the number
of tokens translated actually decreases to ����� ��
This surprising result is probably due to the non�
monotonicity of EBMT mentioned earlier�

Impact of text�r on translators

We would like to describe in this section the impact
that the text�r program has on the translators who
work with the texts that it automatically collects�
During the initial phase using the old collection

method� the translators became very familiar with the
types of texts to be translated and were able to work
autonomously with bilingual reference materials that
are readily available for English�Croatian� Assistance
from native English speakers at the translation lab�
oratory was seldomly needed� As we transitioned to
the phase of expanding the corpus in fall of ���� by
manually selecting texts� we began to encounter a few
questions per week from the translators� yet the addi�
tional topics �e�g� health� education� cinema� family�
leisure did not necessarily increase the di�culty of the
translation task� except for the domain of American
sports� We then noticed a signi�cant increase in ques�
tions asked by the translators starting with the testing
of text�r in November ����
 even now in April ����
we continue to receive several questions per day from
each of our two Croatian translators� This is to be ex�
pected because text�r began to include domains that
have large numbers of new words �e�g� medical� phar�
maceutical� sports that have a low frequency of occur�
rence in the texts� This� combined with the fact that
we mark only the sentences that contain new words in
order to limit the translation task to these sentences
and thus reduce the appearance of highly repetitive
material in long texts �e�g� function words� common
nouns� common verbs� resulted in a higher level of
translation di�culty�
Given the increasing di�culty of texts chosen by

text�r� evidenced by a constant �ow of questions from
translators� we believe that an ongoing implementation
of this new algorithm requires that translators have a
mature knowledge of the source language� Although
access to English monolingual and English�Croatian
bilingual reference materials is important� de�nitions
for much of the new vocabulary �e�g� terminology in
advertising and technical domains� colloquial expres�
sions collected by text�r can be found through In�
ternet search engines and domain�speci�c Internet dis�
cussion groups which have already proven to be note�
worthy sources for vocabulary that is not yet available
in the above�mentioned traditional references� Train�
ing on these Internet resources is crucial for translating
texts that are furnished by text�r�

text�r Corpora Characteristics

While the corpora produced by text�r appear to
be e�ective in improving EBMT� the question arises
about how useful such corpora may be for other uses�
There is one primary di�erence between the way in

which EBMT uses corpora and the way in which many
other technologies use corpora� The goal of EBMT is
to �nd examples of certain phenomena in a corpus�

However� whether a phenomenon occurs once in a cor�
pus or many times is largely irrelevant to EBMT� par�
ticularly if it is translated the same way each time�
This is fundamentally di�erent from the way in which
other systems use corpora� most uses of corpora in�
volve computing statistics from the corpus� and using
those statistics in some way� Examples of this are Lan�
guage Modelling �Rosenfeld� ����
 Brown and Frederk�
ing� ���� and Statistical Machine Translation �Brown
et al�� ����� Because EBMT computes no counts over
a corpus� any repeated phenomena are merely redun�
dant� However� to a system that does compute statis�
tics� relative frequency is one of the most important
pieces of information available� Since text�r may al�
ter these frequencies� it may produce corpora unsuit�
able for these methods�
There is a second way in which modi�cations to

the frequencies in a corpus may a�ect the way that
it is used� Some users of corpora treat low�frequency
phenomena di�erently from the way they treat high�
frequency phenomena� For example� in the IBM
work on Statistical Machine Translation �Brown et al��
����� all words occurring only one time are replaced
by a special unknown English word or unknown French
word token� This was done in order to eliminate �some
of the typographical errors that abound in the text�
�Brown et al�� ����� p� ���� Nevertheless� if most
items of the new vocabulary we have introduced to our
corpus occur only one time� doing this will eliminate
the gains we have adduced�
In this section we will therefore address the degree

to which the corpus we have produced corresponds to
what other consumers of corpora have come to expect
from a corpus�

Zipf�s law

One well�known measure of the naturalness of a lan�
guage is Zipf�s law� Actually� Zipf proposed two laws
governing �the frequency distribution of words in the
stream of speech� �Zipf� ����� p� ��� These are de�
scribed below��

� �rank�frequency� law
Order all words from most frequent to least fre�
quent� The most frequent word has rank �� the
second most frequent word rank �� and so on� The
graph of log�frequency �y�axis versus log�rank
�x�axis approximates a straight line with slope
���

� �number�frequency� law
Let fn be the number of tokens with frequency
n� Then the plot of log�n �y�axis versus log�fn
�x�axis approximates a straight line with slope
�����

Zipf himself notes �Zipf� ����� p� �� that the
�number�frequency� law should hold better for low�
frequency words than for high�frequency words� moti�
vating him to investigate the �rank�frequency� law for

�Of these two� the �rank�frequency	 law is by far the more

well�known� and is usually the one referred to as �Zipf
s law	�

Nevertheless� the �number�frequency	 law� which is more accu�

rate for low�frequency words� is possibly of greater interest to

us�
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Figure �� The �number�frequency� law for three corpora

high�frequency words� Zipf�s laws have been con�rmed
in a number of languages� including Chinese� Japanese
and several European languages �Landini� �����
In order to determine the degree to which our corpus

adheres to Zipf�s laws� it is necessary to compare our
corpus to one that represents unadulterated text� In
this case� we want to compare the corpus produced
with the text�r algorithm �text�r� to ones that
were generated without it �old� random� In this way
we can determine whether any deviations from the law
by text�r� indicate abnormally distributed text�
The relevant graphs for the �rank�frequency� law are

plotted in Figure �� All graphs are to the same scale�
and a line of slope �� is provided for comparison� We
are interested only in the slope of the plotted curve�
If the slope is nearly identical to �� �the slope of the
line in the chart� the data follow Zipf�s law�
From these graphs� it is clear that the text�r� cor�

pus obeys the �rank�frequency� law at least as well as
the other two corpora do� if not better� The devi�
ation in the high�frequency items is well�understood
cf� �Mandelbrot� ��	�� and does not undermine basic
trend�
Figure � shows the graphs of the �number�

frequency� law� In this case� the comparison is with a
line of slope ����� also shown in the graphs�
This �gure con�rms that the text�r� graph follows

the ���� slope better than the other two graphs� Most
of the points on these graphs represent lower frequency
words� and the points in Figure � represent higher fre�
quency words� Therefore we can be con�dent that our

text�r� corpus does not deviate signi�cantly from
what is expected of a corpus of this size with respect
to either high or low frequency ranges�
In this section� we have used Zipf�s laws to investi�

gate the makeup of the text�r� corpus with respect
to the frequency distributions of its words� We have
applied tests that measure both the high�frequency
and low�frequency words� and found the statistics to be
at least as close to the ideal law as those from unadul�
tered corpora� We therefore have reason to believe
that our corpus is adequate for other corpus�based ap�
plications� However� nothing can substitute for careful
testing using the target application�
It is our belief that we were able to produce a corpus

with a signi�cantly greater rate of new words without
a�ecting the frequency characteristics because trans�
lations were always performed on entire sentences or
entire articles� never on individual words� For this rea�
son� our statistics probably approximate those of an
accumulation of random sentences� rather than an ac�
cumulation of random words or an accumulation of
frequency�manipulated words�

Conclusion

We conclude that text corpora can be enhanced ef�
fectively by increasing lexical coverage using a vocabu�
lary �ltering mechanism such as the text�r algorithm�
This method allows us to avoid the tapering e�ect and



the minimal increase of lexical acquisition that are as�
sociated with unintelligent text selection� Despite the
increase in di�culty of the translation task that re�
sults from this corpus expansion technique� our �nd�
ings clearly indicate that there is a signi�cant speed�up
in the creation of parallel corpora by using it� In ad�
dition� the implementation of the parallel corpora into
our EBMT system will allow for a wider range of trans�
lation capabilities� text�r is one method that signi��
cantly improves the development of rapid�deployment
EBMT systems� such as the DIPLOMAT project� and
may possibly be used for other applications as well�
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